AVIATION PLANNING DIRECTIVE 109-A-44

From: CNO
To: ComAirPac
     ComAirLant
     Chief, BuAer

Subj: F2G-2 Model Aircraft, designation of.

1. The designation F2G-2 is hereby assigned to the carrier-based version of the F7G in order to distinguish this aircraft from the earlier land based model, F2G-1.

2. The following major modifications were made in adapting this aircraft for carrier operations:

   a. Various structural modifications.
   b. Installation of wing folding mechanism.
   c. Installation of arresting gear.
   d. Increase in size of hydraulic tank.
   e. Change of propeller.
   f. Addition of self sealing fuel tanks in wing outer panels.
   g. Local reinforcement to wing outer panels to provide additional strength.
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Subj: F2C-2 Model Aircraft, designation of.
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